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Unasked/answered Panelist Questions
1. For LPG and climate, how do you account for the R & D, refinement, transportation, and delivery of
carbon footprints? Also do you address the local job and economic issues for the local solid fuel
entrepreneurs that are having their jobs replaced?
Rob B: though it depends on the source of LPG, “upstream” emissions for LPG derived from
conventional fossil fuels is relatively low compared to emissions from end use. This source estimates that
it is around 10% of total life cycle emissions (see https://auto-gas.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/2017WLPGA-Literature-Review.pdf)
The impacts on employment for wood suppliers was not considered in this study. 95% of the study HHs in
Kullu and 85% in Koppal collected all of their fuelwood, so even if everyone shifted to exclusive LPG use,
the livelihood impacts on wood suppliers would have been minimal.
2. For exclusive use of LPG, do you think demand from rural households could be higher than for urban
households because of the availability of prepared foods from restaurants and street vendors in urban
areas?
Abhishek K: We did not collect any data specifically to reliably answer this question.
3. Given that you were only able to measure kitchen PM2.5 concentrations (and not personal exposures),
do you think the LPG stoves needed less 'tending' and so cooks were less likely to spend time close to the
emission source - and so their personal exposure would be much lower?
Andy G: I agree that stove technology will likely interact with cook activity, and will modify the linkage
between stationary kitchen and personal PM2.5 exposures. I can’t say whether or not personal exposure
will be ‘much lower’, but do agree that it would likely be lower. Personal exposure depends on so many
factors that I’d be hesitant to speculate the degree of this difference.
4. Can you comment on the effectiveness of chimneys attached directly to stoves versus hoods over
stoves (or TSFs) with chimneys?
Andy G: The household chimneys appeared to be at least more consistently effective than stove-attached
chimneys, which worked well in HP for the ‘improved chimney’ stove (Himanshu Tandoor; HT) but
poorly for the traditional Tandoor (TT). For example, if you see the slide entitled ‘IAQ Sum-up’ you’ll see
that HT had the lowest mean/median concentration but the TT had mean and median concentrations
higher than houses without chimney stoves in HP. The KA household chimney households had a ~50%
reduction relative to households without chimneys using TSFs. Based on this, effectiveness is HT >

household chimney > TT and a built-in chimney is probably better than a poorly functioning chimney
stove but maybe not quite as good as a well-functioning chimney stove. Emission factors for the different
stoves (TSF, TT, HT) were not consistently different, so we can generally attribute this variation to
ventilation performance of these different options.
5. Were people offered biomass pellets and gasifying stoves?
Rob B: We included one gasifier stove (TERI’s model), but not pellets. We couldn’t deal with the logistics
of acquiring and supplying pellets to the communities. Plus, at that time, there were no pellet stove
projects active in India that we knew of (Oorja had already come and gone without much success -- see
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esd.2014.01.002).
6. Could there be a factor of smoke still hanging in the kitchen air from open fire use, and after the clean
stove still impacting the PM measurements until all is ventilated out in perhaps a couple of months or
more?
Rob B: Andy could probably answer this best, but I’d respond by saying that PM doesn’t generally stick
around for more than a couple hours, certainly not for days or months. The time that a smoky room takes
to clear out depends on ventilation. We estimated air exchange rates, which is a measure of ventilation,
based on decays of observed PM concentrations after cooking events and found 7-8 exchanges per hour
in Koppal and 10-12 in Kullu. Both are much higher than typical homes in the US or EU. After 3 air
exchanges (e.g. a half-hour in Koppal or 15 minutes in Kullu), emitted concentrations will have decayed
to ~5% of their original peak values on their way to background levels. Of course, if background levels
are high, or emissions continue for a long time or if a neighbor is cooking at different times, this will
affect how indoor concentrations decay over time.
7. Are you planning to publish an improved model based on this and if so when might this be?
Andy G: We continue to work on the model-measurement comparison element of this project, and will
certainly publish a paper on it. It may result in an improved model, but at the very least will point out
some factors moderating measurement-model agreement that might contribute to later model
developments.
8. What are your hypotheses on why families revert back to biomass rather than use LPG?
Rob B and Abhishek K: There are many reasons why HHs continue to use wood after obtaining access to
LPG:
● Cost- LPG is new, they invest, and then, considering all other expenses, decide that spending
money on LPG is simply not worth it. Ultimately, the end product is hot food whether cooked with
LPG or firewood. The process is better (less smoke, less time, less effort) but the end result is the
same whether they buy LPG or gather free firewood. In contrast, there are many paid services
which provide unique end-product/ service which have no free alternative. If you want it, you
have to pay for it- like cell phone
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They may prefer wood fires for certain foods -- a common example is roti and other flatbreads,
which people like to place in an open fire
It may be inconvenient to travel to a distributor to refill an empty cylinder
People may find cooking exclusively with LPG is too costly even with the government subsidy
People may consider LPG inappropriate for certain tasks - for example heating bath water or
cooking food for livestock
They may value wood or dung for some ritualized cooking practices such as heating milk for
babies, preparing foods for pregnant women, etc.
Some people consider the kitchen smoke to protect them from insects.

9. How were the cost subsidy amounts determined?
Rob B: We didn’t mention this during the seminar because of time constraints. Prior to the main
intervention, we did a set of scoping exercises in nearby communities, which involved simple auctions and
experiments to determine people’s willingness-to-pay. This led us to believe that most families could
afford the stoves at ~75% discount.
10. Is there any analogous research that includes data on solar cooking?
Rob B: I’m not aware of any, but you could contact Caitlyn Hughes at Solar Cookers International
<caitlyn.hughes@solarcookers.org> to inquire about research into solar cookers.
11. Do you find that the EF goes down with stoves that have a chimney?
Andy: This is explored in detail in Islam et al., 2021. In brief, not really. The improved chimney stove
(Himanshu Tandoor) did have a lower PM emission factor in some cases, but not consistently.
12. Could the survey biases have been reduced by administering more robust questionnaires and training
of interviewers to bring out the truth (psychological push)?
Abhishek K: There is little guidance in literature on how to reduce survey biases if 1) respondent cannot
self-administer questionnaire & 2) there is no privacy, as curious bystanders crowd around when
outsiders visit home & 3) surveyors/ local partner institutions are associated with a certain image: propoor, pro-environment. The clean cooking community needs to take up this issue seriously on an urgent
basis.
13. Can you talk a bit about the fact that tiers were previously developed based on emissions in light of
your findings that show the importance of air-exchange rates and kitchen volume differences (that I
typically think of as impacting concentrations) in the modeled vs measured concentrations? In other
words, how does the difference between emissions and area concentrations come into play with these
modeled vs measured comparisons?
Andy G: The point of our modeling exercise was to take all of the details we have from these households –
emission factors, fuel use, dimensions and air exchange rates – and see what the model predicts versus

our in-home measurements. This is the same way the model is normally used, but with inputs specific to
the household so reducing several sources of variability. So, if the model was representing our point
measurements (and if emissions were well-mixed as assumed in the model), we’d see general agreement.
That we saw such a large divergence (model overestimate in most cases) suggests that the model is overly
conservative. Since this model framework was used to develop the Tiers (health guidelines informed
target concentrations and the model was used to estimate the emissions required to meet concentration
targets), this means that the Tiers are probably overly conservative (ie. Emissions could actually be
higher than the tier limits to meet the corresponding concentration target). This is the ‘better’ way to be
wrong, as it’s conservative, but still also means that emission targets may be a bit too stringent. Of
course, the bigger challenge is actually ensuring that the clean stove gets used universally as any
continued use of a traditional stove will dominate overall emissions and exposure.
14. You mentioned that PM2.5 are vertically stratified. Where did you place the monitor that measured
PM2.5 concentration? How confident you are that this measurement reflects the average concentration in
the kitchen? The box model predicts the average kitchen concentration so we would need a measurement
of the average kitchen concentration as well to compare the two, no?
Andy G: We know emissions can stratify vertically and there are some measurements of this in other
settings. We followed the general guideline (http://berkeleyair.com/wp-content/publications/guidelinesfor-instrument-placement.pdf) for placing HAP monitors, so they were ~1.2 m above the stove top and
approximately 1m horizontally from the stove. The location for monitoring was selected as it should
roughly reflect a cook’s location during cooking. If emissions were actually well mixed, measurement
location wouldn’t matter, but our model/measurement comparisons suggest that this is likely not the case,
and measurements reflect average kitchen concentrations. The model treats the room as a single
compartment, so the most direct comparison would be a spatial average, but that isn’t necessarily what is
most relevant for exposure (e.g., if smoke accumulates well above head level, it’s not contributing directly
to exposure. Therefore, a ‘near-stove’ concentration is likely more relevant to exposure-based risk
assessment than an actual kitchen average. Since the model is used in this manner (exposure-based risk
assessment), it’s more important to find a model form that better represents exposure than full-room
averages. However, better understanding of exposure and how it varies spatially would definitely help in
this.
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